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American Wedding (2003) Quiz 2

1. What does Stifler accidentally feed to the dog?

2. The night before the wedding, Stifler inadvertently turns off the walk-in refrigerator while getting a bottle 
of champagne to seduce Cadence, what happens as a result of this?

3. Feeling guilty for his thoughtless behaviour, Stifler convinces the florist to put together a new batch of 
flowers. Who does he enlist the help of to setup the room with new flowers?

4. As a gesture of remorse for his bad behaviour, what does Stifler give to Cadence?

5. When Cadence chooses Stifler, Finch admits that Stifler was probably better for her anyway, leaving Stifler 
angry with his noble remark. Finch quickly reminds Stifler that he 'did ___ your ___. Twice’? 

6. Where does Cadence agree to have sex with Stifler before the ceremony?

7. Stifler's presence is delayed to his meeting with Cadence because Jim has called a brief meeting with his 
groomsmen, why has Jim called the meeting?

8. While waiting for Stifler to join her, Cadence is interrupted by wedding preparations and moves out of the 
closet. Who is shoved into the closet by the ushers unbeknownst to Stifler, who joins her and has sex with 
her?

9. What is the collective nickname of the ushers (Justin and John) from high school?

10. Stifler realises he is not having sex with Cadence when WHO walks in on him?

11. Who arrives at the wedding reception and invites Finch to join her at her hotel suite?

12. Who is seen at the end of the film spying on Stifler's Mum and Finch having sex in the hot tub?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. The Wedding Ring
2. He kills all the wedding flowers
3. His football players and Bear
4. A rose
5. Fuck, Mum
6. Supply closet

7. To recognise how grateful he is to have friends like 
them

8. Jim's disgruntled grandmother
9. The MILF guys
10. Finch and Kevin
11. Stifler's Mum
12. The Milf Guys (Justin and John)
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